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On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Rebel Pi Global Pizza Usa from Rochester. Currently, there
are 10 menus and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What Christine Bayer likes about Rebel Pi Global Pizza Usa:
Nice thin crust. Sauces were really nice and there are many and varied options. Creative pizza with option to

craft your own. Nice space with casual atmosphere and loud pop music.Parking: Plenty of parking on the side in
the plaza. read more. As a visitor, you can use the WLAN of the place at no extra cost, Depending on the

weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no
problem for visitors with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Rebel Pi Global

Pizza Usa:
Used slice app for delivery option from try Rebel pi for the first time-pizza was delivered in a cold box, cold pizza,
I tried to check the status of the pizza and no one answered at the pizzeria. I called multiple times and it said the
voicemail was not set up yet. I bet the pizza would have been good read more. An additional service offered by

the establishment is the catering service for visitors, and you can expect typical Italian cuisine with classics like
pizza and pasta. Also, they serve you flavorful seafood menus, The dishes are usually prepared for you fast and

fresh.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

P�z�
PIZZA VEGETARIANA

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

SALSAS
CHIPOTLE

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

FRIES

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

SALAD

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

MEDITERRANEAN

VEGETARIAN

Ingredient� Use�
PICKLE

CHICKEN

GARLIC

MANGO
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -20:30
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